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zSeries Technical Support
Strategies for

Contemporary Application
Development

By  Ma r y  E . S h a c k l e t t

APPLICATIONS
in corporate IT are written in
Java, XML and other languages

on desktop- or server-based platforms. Yet ultimately, these applica-
tions are only as useful as their integration capability with core enter-
prise data—and that data is housed on zSeries mainframes.

Unfortunately, contemporary applications development has often
exacerbated the gap between today’s corporate software developers
and those who are charged with optimizing and maintaining zSeries
technical resources. How can the two groups work together more pro-
ductively, getting the most out of their zSeries resources?

If you are in zSeries technical support, there are several immediate goals:

� Effective use of new zSeries capabilities that enhance the
application development life cycle;

� Resource optimization for application deployment on the zSeries;
� Cost effectiveness; and,
� Involvement in planning with the applications development staff

at the beginning of an applications development project.

A BRIEF REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY
APPLICATIONS DEVELOPMENT

There has always been a “dividing line” between corporate applications
development and technical support. Applications is focused on capturing
the rules and strategies of the business in software, and technical support
is there to ensure that this corporate intellectual property runs reliably,
effectively and continuously on corporate IT assets. At times the two
groups collide in what are often useful confrontations, with an end result
that can combine the best efforts from both worlds. However, when one
side proceeds without active involvement from the other, problems arise.

That is exactly what happened when corporate application developers
began utilizing server- and desktop-based, object-oriented languages like
Java and XML. Intent on designing applications quickly to respond to
growing business pressures, contemporary developers welcomed user-
friendly graphical user interfaces (GUIs) and high-level toolsets for appli-
cation generation. Their managers found it less expensive to populate the

IT shop with low-cost development servers and desktop systems than to
continue with native application development on the zSeries mainframe.

The easier-to-manage user interfaces and toolsets on inexpensive
development platforms quickly spread throughout enterprise IT, but
with that came “disconnects” in application development with ultimate
deployment platforms like the zSeries. New development methodolo-
gies isolated application developers from the internal architecture of
the mainframe—where most of the enterprise’s mission-critical busi-
ness logic and data continued to reside.

At the same time, the future role of the zSeries grew increasingly uncer-
tain and many sites perceived the zSeries as an aging, fading platform. Few
visualized it as an active role-player in new application development.

This left technical support personnel to “pick up the pieces” when it
came to optimizing performance for the integration of new applications
with the zSeries. With technical support coming in for zSeries applica-
tion deployment at the end of application development projects, with-
out the advantage of earlier input opportunities for application
optimization in the first stage phase of application development, cor-
porate IT was not getting the best deployment strategy. Ultimately, this
lack of upfront applications planning in zSeries technical support con-
tributed to a higher cost of ownership.

Today, most sites’ zSeries activities continue to be operations-oriented,
in a system environment that co-hosts legacy COBOL and PL/I applica-
tions with newer applications written in Java and other languages.
Technical support in many instances still only gets involved in new
applications development when it is time to launch these applications in
production. Consequently, the contemporary application deployments on
the zSeries platform do not always take advantage of every available
technology resource to make them run optimally.

THE PICTURE CHANGES

The prospects and picture for the zSeries are now dramatically dif-
ferent today than they were ten years ago, thanks to these factors:

� Corporate IT has discovered that new applications have very
little value if they can’t easily access and process the right data,
and that data resides on the mainframe;

� IBM has discovered that the zSeries is a continuing rich source
of revenue, deserving of ongoing research and development;
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� Both corporate IT and IBM have discovered that the legacy and
the maturity of mainframe-based software and hardware are too
industrially robust to discard; and

� Enterprises have recognized that it is costly, inefficient and less
reliable to support distributed applications on heterogeneous
computing platforms when this architecture is compared with a
consolidated and reliable platform such as the one that is available
on a zSeries mainframe that can run multiple “virtual” servers.

At the same time, everyone realizes that traditional zSeries applica-
tions development is a thing of the past. Developers will continue to
develop in less technically demanding, and object-oriented languages.
They will also continue to develop on server- and desktop-based plat-
forms. However, when it comes to deploying the end results of their
work—the deployment platform of choice will typically be the zSeries.

Responding to this market, IBM itself has redefined the role of the
zSeries as a deployment platform. Application developers develop code
and utilize toolsets on server- and desktop-based platforms like
WebSphere. Here, code is built and tested, debugged and monitored.
The final product is deployed on the zSeries.

ZSERIES RESOURCE OPTIMIZATION FOR NEW
APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

Heralding the zSeries role as a universal application deployment
platform, IBM has committed itself to developing and promoting new
and past technologies that further this aim.

Two central mainframe technologies that technical support can
leverage on when supporting contemporary application development
and deployment are z/VM and zAAP.

z/VM is particularly useful in new application development. It transforms
the zSeries into a series of “virtual machines” that allow for the logical
deployment of multiple machine footprints on a universal zSeries platform.
This means that dozens of LINUX-based servers can be consolidated on the
mainframe, thereby simplifying the enterprise IT environment.

z/VM also allows for the provisioning of z/OS on numerous desktop
machines. This is accomplished by setting up a separate LPAR with
z/VM on the zSeries. z/OS can then be deployed on the desktop devel-
opment machines that IT applications programmers use, creating work-
station environments for the applications programmers that can
independently boot up z/OS.

Used in concert with a development platform like WebSphere, the
z/OS-desktop environment forms a cornerstone to a complete “code and
test” environment for application development. When an application
developer goes to z/VM, he is routed to a script. He has a Web browser,
a z/OS operator’s console and another 3270 interface where he can also
run TSO if he needs to.

IBM has also added an emulation program that encapsulates SNA in
IP. This software enables applications developers to use off-the-shelf
LINUX-based boxes at the same time that it eliminates SNA hardware,
but without losing the SNA protocol.

OPTIMIZING THE ZSERIES ENVIRONMENT FOR
THE DEPLOYMENT OF CONTEMPORARY
APPLICATIONS

Both zAAPs and WLM provide optimization opportunities for con-
temporary applications as they are being deployed into production on
the zSeries mainframe.

zAAPs are a lower-cost alternative to standard zSeries processors.
They exclusively process Java-based instructions on the zSeries at
lower processing costs than if these Java instructions were entirely
processed by traditional zSeries processors. With applications
deployed in a single system environment on the zSeries, zSeries
Workload Manager can then dynamically reprioritize work in multiple
containers to allow databases and subsystems to meet the various serv-
ice class goals that technical support defines.

In a mixed environment of standard and zAAP processors, technical
support must specify how many zAAPs are to be assigned to each partition
at the time that the z/OS logical partitions are configured. Minimally, there
must be one standard processor running in each partition, to enable IPLs.

It is during the IPL that z/OS determines how many zAAPs are config-
ured and online. The Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is called when Java code
is running, and JVM marks the code that is eligible to run on zAAPs. SRM
controls parameters that technical support presets will then tell the z/OS
dispatcher which work runs on a zAAP and which work runs on a standard
processor. Central to this task is defining rulesets for the distribution of
Java work via the INFACROSSOVER and IFHONORPRIORITY param-
eters in the IEAOPTXX member of the SYS1.PARMLIB. For example, if
IFACROSSOVER=NO, the z/OS dispatcher will not run zAAP-eligible
work on a standard processor. If IFHONORPRIOTIRY=NO, the z/OS dis-
patcher will always select the highest priority regular work, and it will only
select zAAP-eligible work when there is no other work to dispatch.

The default zSeries settings for these options are IGACROSSOVER
= YES and IFAHONORPRIORITY = YES, but these parameters do not
necessarily offer the best cost conservation optimization for sites that
are running many zAAPs in a Java-rich environment. However, if
IGACROSSOVER is set to NO so that all Java instructions are routed to
zAAPs only (the lowest cost processing option), z/OS will not distribute
work based upon all available resources. Instead, it will queue up Java
work for zAAPs only, and that work will wait until zAAPs become
available for processing, even when standard processors are sitting idle.
This can generate performance degradation. The task for technical sup-
port is to determine an optimum processing strategy that balances the
advantages and disadvantages of cost and throughput, arriving at the
most viable solution for the IT environment that it is supporting.

Along with processing optimization, ongoing capacity planning is
also very important.

SMF Type 72 records contain information on zAAP utilization, and
type 30 records let IT know how much time is spent on zAAPS, as well
as how much zAAP-eligible work is executed on standard versus zAAP
processors. There is also a modified version of SDK 1.3.1 that contains
information on how much CPU time is spent executing the Java code
that will eventually run on a zAAP. This information helps technical
support predict how many zAAPS should be defined and configured.
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Workload Java Percent of Overall CPU Time

XML Parse 98%
Brokerage Trade 40%
Transaction
Web-enabled access to 40%
A traditional CICS/DB2/
OLTP database

FIGURE 1: Z/OS PERFORMANCE: CAPACITY PLANNING CONSIDERA-
TIONS FOR ZAAP PROCESSORS



A body of empirical performance information on zAAP processing
does not yet exist, but FIGURE 1 shows several representative bench-
marks that IBM has published in a recent white paper (z/OS
Performance: Capacity Planning Considerations for zAAP Processors,
Washington Systems Center, March 24, 2005).

COST EFFECTIVENESS

IBM made a strategic decision not to include zAAPs in its license
charges or in the defined capacity of a zSeries system. This means that
if a site has a significant Java workload, those Java instructions can be
run on zAAPS, and the site will be able to offload processing costs as
well as processing load from standard processors.

From a technical support point of view, it is also very straightforward
to install and maintain zAAPS. The same capacity planning and cost of
deployment analysis is used with zAAPs as with standard processors
except that, with zAAPs, the license fees don’t change.

Sites can purchase one zAAP for each standard processor that they
purchase. If the site uses the SubCapacity Reporting Tool (SCRT),
cycles expended on the zAAPs do not count toward processor capacity
utilization. For a Java workload, then, a site can run the workload on a
couple of low-end standard processors and a couple of full-speed
zAAPs. In this way, the site can obtain significant capacity at reduced
cost. If the site uses WebSphere, new WebSphere product development
is making the product more and more Java-based. This will likely con-
tribute to lower-cost zSeries processing with zAAPs in the future.

In both cost modeling and prediction, savings potential can be measured
by taking actual measurements on the zSeries during processing. An accept-
able estimation sample for a software development environment is 15 min-
utes, and IBM recommends at least a 24-hour window for measurement in
the zSeries production environment. Measurements can be taken using
IBM’s Projection Tool for Java 2 Technology. This tool generates reports
that itemize the amount of workload processing time on zAAP processors.
Standard CPU processing time is reported in the RMF Type 70 record.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Now more than ever, there is real potential for resource optimization and
cost reduction on the zSeries when it comes to application development and
deployment. Both tools and new cost structures are able to facilitate this.

However, it is still paramount that sites use contemporary applica-
tions development methodologies that link technical operations and
applications development staff upfront in the planning process. In this
way, technical support professionals can systematically anticipate and
plan for “best of class” application deployment on mainframe
resources that take advantage of new tools and technologies, and new
pricing models. For the zSeries, this includes the leveraging of z/VM
capabilities in the software development environment, and the setup
and optimization of zAAPs, traditional processors and partitions in the
zSeries target application deployment environment.  

NaSPA member Mary E. Shacklett is President of Transworld Data. She is
listed in Who’s Who Worldwide and in Who’s Who in the Computer Industry.
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